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What actually happened to the Jews of Ukraine in 1648?
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Abstract. The question of how many Jews died and how many survived in 1648
has produced much historical discussion. The problem is always the incompatibility
of scholarly estimates and what is found in contemporary chronicles. Using demo-
graphic tools and applying them to all the regions of the Ukraine, it appears that no
more, and possibly much fewer, than fifty percent of the 40,000 or so Jews in that
region perished. The survivors mostly returned to their homes and rebuilt. Though
speculative, the commensurability of the results argues their probable accuracy.

Much of significance in early modern Jewish history is known only
in shadows, obscured by a dearth of sources. The fate of Ukrainian
Jews during the uprising led by Khmel’nyts’kyi would seem to be an
exception.1 A number of detailed chronicles offer vivid descriptions, and
liturgical works and many contemporary sources allow even greater
precision. Though these sources have been repeatedly examined, the
following essay will look at them anew, and at their demographic evi-
dence in particular. The aim is to revise some long accepted conclusions.
Specifically, the essay will seek to describe the size of the Jewish com-
munity before the Khmel’nyts’kyi Uprising in the hope of determining
how many Jews survived and the impact of this figure on the overall
meaning of events.

The problem

The uprising led by Bogdan Khmel’nyts’kyi against the Polish regime
began in the Ukraine in the spring of 1648. Its impact on the col-
lective memory of Ukrainian and Polish Jews was enormous.2 Espe-
cially in the first years of the uprising, many Jewish communities in
the Ukrainian lands, in Lithuania, and in Poland were destroyed. In
subsequent generations, East European Jews “remembered” vividly
how Khmel’nyts’kyi’s forces massacred the helpless Jewish communities
wherever they could be found. This image was preserved and transmit-
ted in a number of ways. Chronicles were read, stories were told, and
for centuries many Jews in the Ukraine observed a fast day in memory
of the victims. The Jewish perception of these events contributed both
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to their self-stereotypes and to their views of others, notably of the
Ukrainians and Poles. The varied ways Jews remembered what hap-
pened has been the topic of a variety of studies3 but oddly enough,
what actually happened has not been carefully examined.

There is no lack of descriptions of what happened to the Jews during
the uprising. The Jewish chronicles depicted the Cossacks going from
town to town and slaughtering the local Jews.4 They often described
Jews fleeing to fortified cities, but this account was usually followed
in the narrative by the arrival of the Khmel’nyts’kyi’s forces and then
the death of the Jews. If this had really been the case, very few Jews
could have survived those years, and, indeed, there are some very
high estimates of Jewish casualties during that period.5 However, this
portrayal is based on two problematic assumptions. To assume that
Jews did little more than flee to nearby fortresses does not fit what
we know about them. Reliance on local strongholds was reasonable
at the outbreak of the uprising. There was no reason for anyone to
think that the Polish forces would be unable to deal with the forces led
by Khmel’nyts’kyi, and most informed observers anticipated that the
uprising would be swiftly repressed. However, this was not the case, and
the forces of Khmel’nyts’kyi continued to advance and destroy Jewish
communities. Ukrainian Jews had survived and prospered until then
by using their wits. They were hardly fatalistic types. To assume that
Jews “waited” for the forces of Khmel’nyts’kyi to arrive and annihilate
them is to presume they were highly imperceptive. To begin with,
there was always the option of flight, which few Jews did not have.
Khmel’nyts’kyi’s forces rarely entered a city by surprise. News traveled
faster in Eastern Europe than military forces. The most obvious re-
sponse to the approaching danger was to pack up and flee, irrespective
of the loss of property and uncollected debts.

No evidence exists to prove that Khmel’nyts’kyi and his forces plan-
ned to annihilate Ukranian Jewry. Mass murder requires great planning
and organization. Khmel’nyts’kyi would have had to assign fighters
needed for the military struggle with the Poles to the task. Many
Ukrainians intensely disliked Jews, whose prominent role as tax col-
lectors and ties with the Poles likely increased this feeling. However,
intense dislike is not obsession. To wit, there were a number of oc-
casions where the Ukrainian forces besieging a city spared the lives
of the local Jews in return for a (large) payment by the local Jewish
community. The chronicles also record cases of friendship between Jews
and Ukrainians without implying this was exceptional. The Jews who
lived in the area both before and after the uprising did not seem to
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regard relations between Ukrainians and Jews as significantly worse
than relations between Jews and non-Jews elsewhere in Eastern Eu-
rope. Only had most of the Jews been slaughtered, as many of the high
estimates of Jewish casualties imply, might it be possible to continue
accepting the widely held assumption that Ukrainians hated Jews to
the point of murder.

However, the best way to counter assumptions about murderous
intentions – and to challenge old historical assumptions – is to show that
the number of casualties was much lower than generally accepted. The
way to do this, as I propose here, is to determine what happened to the
Jewish population of the Ukrainian lands as a whole. Valuable studies of
developments and events in specific communities exist.6 Yet we have no
real gauge to help decide whether these studies are either representative
or exceptional. The only way really to know what really happened de-
mographically is to study the whole, using tools and sources that relate
to the entire population. Only then may generalized conclusions be
compared with specific ones based on individual communities and the
overall picture verified. Indeed, it is the consistent commensurability of
the general with the specific in this essay, and vice-versa, that gives the
overall picture its strength, creating a whole that, as the adage goes, is
somewhat greater than the sum of its individual (and admittedly often
speculative) parts. To repeat, the object of this essay is to weigh old
hypotheses and suggest new ones. Their accuracy will be verified only
by intense study and future research.

The demographic impact of the uprising

Calculating the number of Jewish casualties is difficult. This is not be-
cause these events took place centuries ago. Even at the time, counting
the precise number of victims and survivors would have been almost im-
possible. The uprising affected a large area including Red Rus’, Volhyn,
Podilia, and the Bratslav and Kiev regions, which then housed over two
hundred Jewish communities. There were no censuses of the Jewish or
general population of Ukrainian lands in the seventeenth century. There
were certainly no “before and after” head counts to give precise infor-
mation on losses. Where mass killings took place, there was little time
and opportunity for survivors to count the bodies before burial. Even
had there been a count, to whom would it have been communicated?
When some Jews fled and some were killed, it is difficult to determine
which group was the greater. To say that a community was destroyed
says little about the fate of individual inhabitants: survivors, escapees,
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or the dead. There is no warrant to assume that a chronicle’s claim
that no Jews were left in a town means that all the Jews there were
killed.

The authors of the Jewish chronicles were motivated by a desire
to arouse emotions and to lead readers to consider the punishments
God metes out to individuals.7 Their descriptions had value only if
they could lead readers to repent or to maintain the sacred memory
of the victims. The more moving the description, the more likely it
was to achieve its goal. Chronicles also aimed at encouraging readers
generously to support survivors: here, the more dramatic the story, the
better. Historical accuracy plays no role in either case. Precision might,
in fact, be counter-productive. The more victims reported, the greater
the horror and consequent repentance and generosity. Therefore, there
is no prima facie reason to assume that the Jewish chronicles are, or
are intended to be, precise. For example, they report far more casu-
alties in Pinsk and Dubno than do the archival sources.8 Many Jews
clearly escaped. A letter written by an eyewitness in Bar raises similar
questions.9 One cannot take for granted that the well-known disastrous
fate of Jewish communities such as Nemiriv and Polonne was typical
of Ukrainian Jewry as a whole.

Yet other sources and methods sometimes make it possible to know
either the actual number of Jews slaughtered or their percentage of the
Jewish population in a particular place. Sometimes both number and
percent are knowable. To begin, it is necessary to assess the number of
Jews who lived in Ukrainian lands before 1648 and then the number of
survivors. Admittedly, too often it is necessary to use rough estimates
with a large margin of error. Yet what is being sought out here is not
the decimal-point accuracy of modern demographics, but a reasonable
figure that will finally allow the enormously disparate figures ranging
from 10,000 or so to half a million to be rationalized. Specifically, this
means that even figures as gross as five- to ten-thousand as a range of
accuracy have value over the old numbers. I have decided, however
arbitrarily, to settle for a range that is half of that: to wit, 5,000
to 7,500, or what I would call fifty percent as a margin of error, as
opposed to the one-hundred percent in the five- to ten-thousand range
above. The conclusions will not be definitive, but they will provide a
starting point for an eventually accurate demographic reconstruction.
Part of my conclusion will be that significantly fewer Jews lived in the
Ukrainian lands than may be inferred by many current estimates of
Jewish casualties and that the actual number of casualties was also
lower than these estimates put it. To be on the safe side, I have always
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rounded up. I have also been “conservative,” assuming the higher fig-
ure when a lower one is also reasonable, in short, erring toward over-
rather than under-estimation. The results are still lower than many
have held.

The Jewish population on the eve of 1648

More is known about the Jewish population of pre-1648 Red Rus’ than
about any other region. Maurycy Horn made a careful study of the
Jewish population in this region during the pre-Khmel’nyts’kyi period.
He came to the conclusion that there were about 45,000 Jews living in
towns and 9,000 in villages.10 It is tempting to use relatively reliable
data such as the ratio of the Jewish to non-Jewish urban population
in Red Rus’ to generalize for all of the Ukrainian lands. However, this
region was the most developed of these regions, and it was probably the
most densely populated by Jews. It would not be wise to generalize from
it or use it as a model for estimating the size of Jewish communities in
other regions.

Less is known about the Volhyn region. The most important source is
a house-count made in 1629 and analyzed in the works of Baranovych.11

In the lists preserved from that count, there is information on 114 cities
and towns. However, there are reports on the number of Jewish homes
in only 12 of these towns. Apparently there was no requirement to
list Jewish houses separately, and it was by chance that this data was
preserved in these locations. These communities were not the largest
or most important ones.12 Since these counts were taken for tax assess-
ments, there was no doubt some under-counting.13 At the same time,
there is a limit how much Jewish householders could hide from tax
authorities. The error, if it exists, would probably be measured in tens
of percents. Though partial, this data is still useful.

Baranovych’s data leaves much to be desired. But since no reliable
documentary sources for the “true” number of Jews in the Ukrainian
communities have survived – they probably never existed – we must
use what Baranovych gathered, whose materials can be tested, albeit
very roughly, by weighing them against a very different kind of source,
synagogue architecture. Architectural materials cannot inform us how
many Jews lived in a given community, but they can be used to check
whether an estimate from some documentary source lies within the
realm of possibility. The basis for relying on synagogue architecture is
that in all but the very largest Jewish communities in the Ukrainian
lands (and in Eastern Europe in general) in the seventeenth century,
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there was but one synagogue and no independent prayer groups or
prayer halls. The common prayer of all the Jewish residents of a commu-
nity was considered essential for communal discipline, and communal
leaders acted energetically to prevent breakaway prayer groups. One
of the first complaints against Hasidism later on was that it led to
founding separate prayer houses. Accordingly, there is some justifica-
tion to say that synagogue size directly reflects the number of Jews in a
community. The larger, or smaller, the structure, the larger or smaller
the community.

This does not mean the number of synagogue seats is the same as
the number of Jews in a community. Women did not regularly attend
the synagogue; one cannot assume that seats were provided for every
woman, and the same is true for children. On the other hand, Jews
who were not resident in a community but who lived in the vicinity
may have come to the synagogue on holidays and special occasions,
and this may have been taken into account when synagogues were
built. Poor Jews, and there were many, often could not pay for a seat
and made do by standing in the back or in passage-ways. However,
despite these problems, it is possible to find a rough multiplier and
use it to control Baranovych’s data, which, it turns out, may be used
cautiously despite its imprecision; the true numbers are also probably
somewhat higher.14 The number of estimable synagogue seats, based
on synagogue size, correlates with Baranovych’s overall findings. His
data is also commensurable with the information achieved by making
a “house count.”

The relation between a house count, such as the house count of
1629, and the size of the population whose houses were counted is an
important one. Here, too, there is need for a multiplier to estimate the
size of the families that lived in each house, as well as the number of
Jewish servants and additional non-family residents in the household.
Householders could be young, childless couples or single adults or fam-
ilies with all the children resident. Shmuel Ettinger suggested five as
the multiplier.15 Raphael Mahler used a somewhat higher multiplier
of six in his study of the first real census of Jews that was carried
out in Poland, in 1764, with a slightly lower multiplier for specifically
the Ukraine.16 Mahler’s data was from more than a hundred years
after 1648. Yet there is no evidence that demographic conditions had
changed during this period. The data he had for Ukrainian lands was
not as detailed as that for Polish regions. Still, he found roughly 5.3
Jews per household in Volhyn, only slightly lower than in Poland. The
3.7 average in the region of Bratslav was indeed different.17 Yet Mahler
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was hesitant to accept the Bratslav data at face value, which meant
to assume radically different family patterns distinguishing Jews in
central Poland from those in the Ukraine. Besides, the data from Brat-
slav region lacks detail and cannot be checked for consistency. Mahler
therefore assumed there were many inaccuracies and chose to use the
same multiplier of six in the Ukraine as he used for Poland. This is
reasonable, since demographic data that is strikingly askew from the
norm is often too suspect to be reliable.

It is possible to derive a rough estimate of the Jewish population
of Volhyn if we give careful consideration to the nature of urban hi-
erarchies. The twelve Jewish communities for which we have house
counts from 1629 were not a random sample of the total population
and their size also varied. In every urban network there are a limited
number of major communities and many more mid-sized and smaller
ones. If we have a general idea of how many communities there were
in each category and what the average population of communities in
those categories was, we can estimate the total population. Errors with
regard to figures on smaller communities will not be significant in the
total, although the reverse is the case with regard to large communities.
Baranovych’s data suggests that there were about 170 Jewish homes in
large communities, about fifty in mid sized communities. The number
varied greatly in small communities.

There were six major communities in the Volhyn region in the mid
seventeenth century: Ostroh, Kremianets’, Luts’k, Starokonstantyniv,18

Volodymyr and Lubartow. According to Baranovych’s data, in Ostroh
there were 229 Jewish homes, in Kremianets’ 169, in Starokonstantyniv
130 and in Luts’k 84. He did not find data for Volodymyr, but since in
the Hebrew recounting known as Tit HaYeven this town was described
as equal in size to Kremianets’, the number of homes was likely the
same or close.19 In Tit HaYeven, Lubartow was recorded as a major
Jewish community, somewhere between Kremianets’ and Kowel in size.
For this community as well, Baranovych found no data. Following the
criterion stated above of accepting a fifty percent margin of error, 125
homes would be midway between 169 and 80 and, hence, a reasonable
figure.20 In all, there were, it appears, six major or large communities,
totaling about 900 homes. As for mid-sized communities, Tit HaYeven
lists about twenty of them,21 a figure that may conservatively be in-
flated by about 25% to ensure against underestimating, as well as to
encompass communities not listed in Tit HaYeven. The total is about
1500 homes. The median number of houses in small communities in
Volhyn was 20. Tit HaYeven mentioned about 17 small communities in
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Volhyn. Inflating the number here, too, by 25% to account for unknown
communities, the total would be about 21 communities with 145 homes.
The grand total for all communities in Volhyn is thus about 2700 homes,
or households. Using the multiplier of 6, the total Jewish population
there would be about 16,000. The real danger in this figure is in un-
derestimating the number of small communities, but at the most, one
could add 1,000 Jews to the 16,000.

Podilia is more problematic. The data from the 1629 house count
made there has not been published, but Binyamin Lukin has stud-
ied this region painstakingly, surveying archival and printed sources.
He found references to 36 communities, and concluded that the Jew-
ish population was about 12,000 on the eve of the uprising.22 The
same methodology of considering urban hierarchies can be applied to
Podilia as was used for Volhyn, although it is not clear whether large
communities in both regions were the same size. Podilia had three
large communities: Medzhybizh,23 Bar, and Sataniv. According to Tit
HaYeven, the three large Podilian communities had fewer Jewish house-
holders than in large communities of Volhyn. However, a house-count
for Bar in 1645 showed 64 Jewish householders and 81 Jewish renters.24

The total of 145 heads of households is similar to what Baranovych
found for large communities in Volhyn. Lukin found 50 Jewish homes
reported in Zinkov in 1642, which is in the range of medium sized
communities in Volhyn.25 To be safe, it is best to assume that large
communities in Podilia averaged 150 householders each,26 for a total
of 450 homes in large Podilian communities. Adding in figures from
smaller communities, there appear to have been about 9000 Jews in
Podilia.27

Less is known about the Bratslav region. Ettinger found a reference
to 66 Jewish homes in Vinnytsia in 1604 and to 18 Jewish homes in
Bratslav (the town) in 1616.28 Baranovych stated that in the Bratslav
and Kiev regions “Ukrainian Jews were relatively few,”29 estimating
that the Jewish population in the Bratslav, Kiev and Czernihov re-
gions was no more than 20,000.30 Using the settlement information
for Bratslav found in Tit HaYeven, especially its mention and ranking
of communities, it appears that like Podilia, Bratslav, too, had three
major centers and 16 medium sized ones (the 9 medium sized centers
Tit HaYeven reports for Podilia may be because the author was ill-
informed). The number of households Tit HaYeven reports for these
medium sized centers is not uniform, 100 to 399 householders; it is also
high. Relying, therefore, on figures like those of Lukin for Podilia, it
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appears that the Jewish population of the Bratslav region was similar
to that of Podilia, about 9,000.

The Jewish population of the Kiev region seems to have been smaller
yet. Ettinger found a reference to 100 Jewish homes in Bila Tserkva in
1646.31 Tit HaYeven mentions only two major centers there, including
Bila Tserkva, and one middle sized community, as well as about 15
smaller ones. This would suggest a population of somewhat less than
half of Podilia or Bratslav or in other words, about 5000. In short: about
40,000 Jews appear to have lived in the Ukrainian lands (excluding Red
Rus’) before 1648.32 What remains to be determined is how many Jews
survived.

The Jewish population after the uprising

We will probably never have the precise data on the size of the Jewish
population in the Ukraine immediately after the uprising. No popu-
lation or house lists for the whole region are known to have survived.
The impact of the uprising also differed from region to region. Red Rus’
was the least affected. Of the 16 major cities at the time according to
Horn,33 only five: Jaworow, Narol, Czortkow, Chelm, and Tarnopol
are known to have fallen to the Cossack forces.34 Brody, Belz and
Zbaraz, well known communities that were not on Horn’s list, were
not captured. Apart from the victims in the towns and cities that
were captured, there were casualties in cities Khmel’nyts’kyi’s forces
besieged, but did not take. In distinction from the situation in the
Kiev and Bratslav regions, most Red Rus’ Jewish communities survived
relatively intact. Attempts to calculate the casualties in Red Rus’ would
be perforce uneven and no attempt will be made here to do so.

Many Volhynian and Podilian Jews survived. These regions suffered
more than Red Rus’ but less than the eastern regions. Data from inter-
nal Jewish tax records indicates that shortly after the uprising, in 1655,
Volhynian Jews were paying about a quarter of the entire tax load of
Polish-Lithuanian Jewry.35 This is significant. The Jews of the Polish
Lithuanian Commonwealth had to pay a lump sum of taxes each year,
which the Council of the Four Lands apportioned. This council was a
national Jewish organization in which the various Jewish communities
ruled by the Polish monarch were represented. In principle the tax
was supposed to be a head tax, so that the division should have been
a precise reflection of the population and its distribution. Economic
factors might skew the ratio of population to taxes, as the Council
knew and took into account. Areas with promising economic conditions
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attracted migrants, leaving some regions with inflated tax bills based on
the past. However, these economic conditions changed regularly, so that
migration was constant, and short-term imbalances between population
and economic potential evened out over time. Jewish communities were
also always on the alert, to guarantee they were not required to pay
higher taxes than their population warranted. Therefore, in the long
run, the ratio of population to tax remained steady, and the share of the
total taxes paid does give a rough demographic picture. A quarter share
paid by Volhynian Jews, although perhaps exaggerated with respect to
the large Jewish populations of Krakow and Podlasia regions, which
were not taken into account in the 1655 list, suggests that Volhynian
Jewry was not decimated. Had it been, this Jewry never would have
paid so large a share of taxes.

External tax records, too, suggest that the destruction of Jewish
life in Volhyn was far from complete. Fragmentary data on Jewish poll
taxes in Volhyn in the years immediately after 1648 has reference to
Jews in 77 towns in Volhyn in the years 1662–1676.36 More communi-
ties, in fact, have been located for the immediate post Khmel’nyts’kyi
period than for that prior to the uprising, up to twenty-five of them.37

There is also evidence for the speedy reconstruction of Jewish commu-
nities in Podilia, most of whose Jewish residents were likely survivors.38

In 1662, there were at least 19 communities plus scattered village Jews.
This is somewhat over half of the number of communities that Lukin
found for pre-1648 Podilia. We have data on tax payments from some
of the Podilian communities in 1662, which was almost a quarter of the
total paid by recognized Volhynian communities in that year (975 zloty
in Podilia and 4149 in Volhyn). The Podilian list appears to be more
incomplete than that of Volhyn, meaning that the Jewish population
of Podillia in 1662 was at least a quarter of that of Volhyn. If the
post 1648 Jewish population in Volhyn was about half of the pre 1648
Jewish population of 16,000, and there is good evidence for that, we
can conclude that the Jewish population in Podilia after 1648 was at
least 2,000.39 Lukin estimated the population in Podilia at the time as
1500,40 a difference of 500 that is not major. Moreover, these estimates,
which imply that the Jews of Podilia suffered much population loss than
did those of Volhyn, fit with the picture received from the descriptive
sources.41

Destruction in Kiev and Bratslav was more massive than in Volhyn
and Podilia. The peace treaty ultimately signed between the Ukrainian
and Polish sides also prohibited Jewish settlement in these regions.
There is no reason to believe that every provision of this treaty was
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observed, but, in fact, no substantial communities were founded or
restored in the Kiev and Bratslav regions in the decades after the
uprising. The absence of communities in this period does not mean
that all the Jews who had lived in them were killed. Some had escaped,
for example, those listed in a document drawn on August 16, 1648 (now
housed in the Lutsk archive), who had fled from Luszniv, a town in the
Zhytomir district of the Kiev region.42 Jewish refugees are also noted
in Kiev in 1649, although their number and ultimate fate is not clear.43

No doubt, cases like these were not unique. In all, therefore, at least half
of Volhynian Jewry, at least a quarter of Podilian Jewry and significant
portions of Kievan and Bratslavan Jewry appear to have survived.

Calculating Jewish casualties: Direct calculation

Survivors included not only Jews already on site when the uprising
ended but also refugees, converts, and captives sent to Turkey. No pri-
mary sources give numbers of refugees. However, indirect information,
like the decision at the 1652 meeting of the Lithuanian Jewish Coun-
cil to support 2000 refugees for a year is instructive.44 Some refugees
were possibly able to support themselves, swelling this large number.
Refugees also made their way to Poland, although the fragmentary
remains of the record book of the Council of the Four Lands supplies
no numbers. Many refugees fled to what is today Romania, Hungary,
Bohemia, Moravia and further west, but their number, too, is unknown.
The Jewish population in Poland was about three times larger than that
of Lithuania. Normally, population roughly reflects absorptive capacity,
suggesting that about three times as many Jews, or six thousand, fled
to the Polish lands as to Lithuania. If this estimate is high, the number
of Jews who fled to Romania, Hungary, Bohemia, Moravia and further
west should compensate for any error. The total number of refugees
was thus at least 8,000.

Many Jews converted. Tit HaYeven says they did so out of fear.
Contemporary non-Jewish sources also refer to conversion, although
they say it was rare. A resident of Starodub reported in June 1648 that
following the Cossack capture of many cities, there were Jews who con-
verted and themselves joined the Cossack forces; Poles (‘liakhovi’) were
not accepted as converts (to Orthodoxy).45 A later report, from Decem-
ber, stated “many Jews converted and live now in the cities together
with the Cossacks.” Raba cites a Protestant pastor, who reported that
the Cossacks killed “. . . thousands of Jews. Those who remained alive
converted to Orthodoxy and are tolerated in the country.”46 No source
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known to me gives a precise number of converts,47 but the plethora
of reports suggests it was at least a thousand. Other Jews were taken
captive and sold in Turkey as slaves, ultimately to be redeemed. Natan
Hannover exaggerated and spoke of 20,000 captives.48 Israel Halperin
proposed no precise figure, but his penetrating study concluded that
thousands were enslaved49 and the number redeemed over 2,000.50 One
source he cited mentioned 1500 already redeemed with many more
waiting their turn.51 Using Halperin as a base, by contrast to Hannover,
a figure of 3,000 seems reasonable, if not cautious.

The total number of estimated survivors is thus about 22,000 – 8,000
in Volhyn, 2000 in Podilia, 8,000 refugees, 1000 converts, and 3000
captives – in all, a bit more than half of the estimated pre-1648 Jewish
population in the Ukrainian lands. The number of casualties was thus
fewer than 20,000,52 perhaps 18,000. If the number of refugees, converts
or captives has been underestimated, which is probable, the number of
casualties also decreases.

My own estimate of casualties is much lower than the numbers to
be found in the Jewish chronicles. However, read carefully, these chron-
icles provide indirect support for our estimate. The high estimates of
loss assume that tragic cases like those of Nemiriv and Tulchin were
representative of the fate of all Ukrainian Jews. However, the com-
munities the Jewish chroniclers commemorated were few and usually
the same. The authors of the early chronicles were contemporary to
the events and from the region. They should have easily been able to
add many additional accounts, had they known of them. Their silence
suggests there were no additional cases to add, or only a few of them,
although admittedly, the chronicles may have had no interest in being
comprehensive. External sources, which are fragmentary, add few cases
of major destruction to the existing list. This suggests that the many
Jews who were undoubtedly killed were killed in small numbers and
in many places, but not en mass and not in the major centers of
population. This reality fits a more moderate estimate of loss; a high
one is reasonable only if many large communities were wiped out. The
indelible impression on future generations of the pogroms that indeed
did occur should thus not be confused ipso facto with an enormous
scope of destruction.

Indirect calculation of Jewish casualties

This conclusion may be compared to what is known about the Jewish
population in the Ukraine from the mid-eighteenth century, where the
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number of Jews there is known. Such backward extrapolation is not
precise, but it has its value. For based on a different kind of documen-
tation than that already used, it accords with what was said above and,
hence, confirms it, whereas contradiction would suggest error. Once
more, commensurability prevails.

In 1764, a census, the first of its kind in Poland-Lithuania, was made
of the Jewish population in the Polish Lithuanian Commonwealth (in-
cluding the Ukraine). According to this census, the Jewish population
in Volhyn, Podilia, Bratslav and Kiev (excluding Red Rus’) was about
130,000. Mahler suggested that the data from this census should be
corrected upwards by about 26% in order to make up for undercounting
and include infants,53 raising the total to about 165,000. To get from
here to the size of the “source” population, by which I mean those Jews
living in 1650, and from whom the Jews of 1764 were descended, it is
necessary to go a step forward to the nineteenth century. The annual
growth rate for Jews in these regions at this later time was 1.2%.54

Applying this rate to the seventeenth century, the result is a “source”
population of about 42,000. Sergio Della Pergola has suggested a rate
of 1.1–1.2% for the century following 1650 and a rate of 1.5–1.6% for
the century following 1765.55 This would indicate a source population
of about 45,000. Both figures are commensurate with, if slightly higher
than, the round number of 40,000 suggested above for the pre-1648
Jewish population.

At first, this figure seems impossible, for it implies there were no
casualties at all in 1648. Yet not all of the later population descended
from survivors. The population in 1764 included migrants or first gen-
eration residents of the Ukrainian lands. The larger the size of this
group, the lower the number of survivors. It seems that the bulk of
the 45,000 Jews in the Ukraine following 1648 were survivors, includ-
ing refugees who had returned home, however bittersweet this return
must have been. Many of the refugees had left behind property or had
ties with Polish noble landowners. Restored quiet also brought with it
the hope for reestablishment in a familiar setting. At the same time,
there was little reason for immigration by newcomers. The economic
potential of the Ukraine was not immediately obvious, and, elsewhere,
once the terrible years of the Polish-Swedish and Polish-Muscovite wars
had ended, many economic opportunities opened up, elsewhere. It is
not surprising, therefore, that references to significant immigration of
Jews from other parts of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth to the
Ukraine in the first years after the uprising do not abound. Whatever
immigration there was, it seems, was internal, for instance, from places
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like Red Rus’ (Ruthenia), where relatively more Jews had survived, to
other Ukrainian lands now short of manpower.56

This conclusion is bolstered by data from taxation. In 1662, the
Podilian Jewish communities paying the highest taxes were Kamianets’
and Jazloiwets’, both cities that Khmel’nyts’kyi’ had not captured.57

Bar had been a major community before the uprising, but it no longer
paid substantial taxes. According to the chronicles, it was destroyed
by Khmel’nyts’kyi.58 This suggests that communities which could not
rely on survivors had a slow recovery and did not attract immigration.
Jewish communities in towns that had not fallen in the uprising re-
covered, like the towns themselves, more quickly and were being taxed
accordingly.

Internal Jewish documentation, too, suggests that the number of
Jewish migrants to the Ukrainian lands in the post 1648 years was
limited. The Jews of Poland had to pay a yearly “poll tax.” This was
collected by the Council of the Four Lands, the umbrella organization
of the Jewish communities of Poland. This council assigned a quota or
share of the tax load to each Jewish community and region. There were
unquestionably attempts by powerful communities to push a dispropor-
tionate share of the tax load onto weaker communities. However, such
attempts had their limits, allowing the use of the tax division roughly to
indicate population distribution. Omitting the exceptional unexpected
large fluctuation in payments from specific communities, it is possible
to follow the changing share of the tax load that Volhynian Jews paid.
According to available scattered records, Volhynian Jews paid about
11% of the total tax load of Polish Jewry in 1569, but only about
6% in 1578.59 However in 1655, only a few years after the uprising,
Volhynian Jewry was already paying 15%, to retreat in 1714 to about
11% and again, in 1715, to 9%.60 Alternately, other sources, put the
share in 1678 at 11%, decreasing in 1680, to 10%, and, in 1718, back
up to 14%,61 all in all, a slow but steady increase, suggesting a stable
and slowly recovering population. Large-scale immigration into Volhyn
before 1740 should have been accompanied by a dramatic increase in
this region’s share of total internal Jewish taxation.62 Possibly, there
was a large influx in the years immediately following the uprising. But
if this unlikely scenario did occur, it just as quickly reversed itself,
leaving no trace in the records of taxation.63

Finally, there is linguistic evidence. The existence of a distinct di-
alect of Ukrainian or South Eastern Yiddish is well known and it has
long been recognizable. Dialects are not created overnight. Had there
been a massive influx of Jews from Central Poland or from Lithuania,
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they would have brought their characteristic dialects with them, and
the language of their descendants would have closely resembled that
used in their regions of origin. To claim that there were many migrants
in the mid-seventeenth century and that their descendants quickly cre-
ated the dialect of Ukrainian Jewry is forced.64 Rather, the Ukrainian
Yiddish dialect must have been used continuously, another indication
that the majority in the Jewish population was survivors.

The source population from which the 165,000 Jews of the 1764
census were descended was thus largely one that had been born and
bred in Ukrainian lands. These Jews were not necessarily back in the
Ukraine by 1662, when the tax records begin. The flow or returning
refugees was likely slow, commensurate with a population that could
afford little in taxes, but returned nevertheless in the hope of recoup-
ing losses. Immigration was low. And external cultural influences that
might make themselves felt in variations in the local Yiddish dialect
were secondary factors at best, confronting a homogeneous pre-existing
Ukrainian Jewish cultural mold.

Conclusions

The number of Ukrainian Jews (not including Red Rus’) who died
during the years of the uprising led by Bogdan Khmel’nyts’kyi thus
appears to be no more than 18,000–20,000 out of a population of
about 40,000. It was certainly a large number by any standard and
the sense of shock and horror it engendered is unquestionable. Yet
not all of those who died were killed by the Ukrainian forces. Tatars
allied with the Ukrainians were responsible for many of the victims,
although how many is not known. Many Jews also died from disease
and epidemics, malnutrition and other “non violent” forms of death.
This number could easily have been equal to the number murdered.65

All the observers say these numbers were substantial, but translating
this notion into numbers is not possible.

What then of the many survivors, 50% and possibly more of the
original Ukrainian Jewish population? Much work remains to be done
before a real answer is achieved, but the following may be said. The
Jews soon enough, if not immediately, recognized the danger and took
steps to save themselves. Jewish chronicles report Jews fighting to de-
fend besieged towns. However, most Jews resorted to flight, which is
the real reason why so many survived, to return slowly when calm was
restored. Within a century, the demographic impact of the uprising was
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hardly visible. The chronicles, true to their purpose of evoking emotion
and repentance, omit mention of this reconstruction.

The number of Jewish lives lost and communities destroyed was
immense. However, the impression of destruction was greater than the
destruction itself. Had Khmel’nyts’kyi intended to slaughter Jews in-
discriminately and as an end unto itself, the number of victims would
surely have been higher. What made the destruction loom so large was
the knowledge that so many communities no longer existed. The Jewish
chroniclers wanted to memorialize a lost world. The mid-seventeenth
century was a terrible time for everyone in the Ukrainian lands; Jews
were not the only ones to die, but they did suffer more than others.
What this “suffering” meant in specifics this essay has tried to outline.
Its conclusions, thanks to the nature of the available sources, are per-
force tentative. Nonetheless, the overall picture, the commensurability
of the various tentative trials, leads to a measure of certainty that these
conclusions will bear the test of time and, even more, the test of future,
hopefully more precise, investigation.
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